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ABSTRACT

As the number of residential towers increases with the growth of modern cities, we are faced with the question of how to handle the older towers that, little by little, no longer attract renters for their apartments. Is their decline unavoidable, or like many other building types, do they have the capacity for a second life? In this project, I look at the history of residential towers, how they go from exemplifying an ideal urban lifestyle to becoming obsolete urban ruins. Looking at Halifax's Fenwick Place in particular, I examine how a building that was designed to express an idealistic future through its brutalist idiom is now widely considered an architectural crime against humanity. To address this question, I draw upon ideas from the Metabolist movement, adapting concepts such as groupform, linkage, and megaform to twenty-first-century conditions, and propose that new urban futures currently lie fallow in our recent past.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

In a 2008 article for the Halifax newspaper The Coast, Andrea Klassen attempted to summarize public opinion of a notorious city landmark, Fenwick Place. Klassen writes, “I’ve heard it called an architectural crime against humanity, a monstrosity, a leftover set piece from Blade Runner, a giant erection, or—less imaginatively—ugly.”1

As the tallest building east of Montreal, located in the south end of the Halifax peninsula amidst two-hundred-year-old Georgian Revival neighbourhoods, Fenwick Place is an obvious target for public scrutiny. The residential tower stands out not only because of its incongruous height and massing, but because of its distinctive brutalist style and materiality. It is an unapologetic monument to an idea of urbanity that is distinct from its surroundings. While such extreme distinctions are viewed today as evidence of the building’s flaws, they were originally the hallmarks of a bold, modern urban lifestyle.

Following the example of Le Corbusier’s Unité d’habitation (see 4) and the social housing projects of Peter and Alison Smithson, brutalist structures employed standardized layouts and modular construction techniques in order to bring amenities such as light, fresh air, and open space to a broader segment of society. Originally imbued with utopian ideals, characteristics such as the unfinished concrete (béton brut) for which the style was

---

named, and the decision not to conceal structural and mechanical elements, were coded as a form of architectural honesty and truthfulness intended to express the natural dignity of the structure’s modern inhabitants. As an example of a “Tower in the Park,” Fenwick Place, like its predecessors, embodies an idea that urban fabric, rather than sprawling away from the downtown core, can instead grow in density while at the same time providing the amenities and social interactions essential for modern lifestyles, a garden city in the air. Provided with the dual benefit of centrality and convenient mobility, tower residents could fulfill their individual needs in the privacy of their apartments, and their social needs in the city, or in the possibilities of travel, effectively achieving the best of both urban and suburban lifestyles.

It is perhaps difficult to imagine in light of the building’s current condition, but at its inception Fenwick Place was a luxury apartment tower, intended to accommodate the jet-setter lifestyle of intrepid, forward-looking, middle-class professionals of the 1960s. Many facets of the building – mobility, downtown location, and small, efficient living – remain hallmarks of contemporary urban tower design. So why is Fenwick Place, like other tower structures of its era, now viewed as an undesirable place to live, particularly considering that new developments offer few if not fewer additional amenities? While it can be argued that other building typologies improve with time, towers rarely do. What is it that prevents them
from age ing well? In this thesis, I explore these questions, proposing that a structural inability to change with changing individual and communal needs lies at the heart of the problem. Drawing upon the Metabolist principle of linkage, and by accommodating organic processes of change into design, my architectural response posits a revision of Fenwick Place and more broadly of the tower typology to one that is process based, and like the community it houses, is continually in a state of transition and growth.

**Tower Typology**

Inaugurated by William Le Baron Jenney’s *Home Insurance Building* in Chicago (see 8), the modern tower typology began with innovations in steel-framed construction and technical improvements in caisson foundations, elevators, electrical lighting, and ventilation systems that allowed growing cities to expand vertically. These early towers were predominantly commercial buildings, at first housing financial institutions and corporate headquarters that found the new vertical form an apt expression for the ascendency and status of capitalist enterprise. Later, in the interwar years, they provided office space for white-collar professionals and signalled the urbanity of a growing middle-class workforce. Located in the central districts of New York and Chicago, these towers adapted the Italian Renaissance style of the French Beaux-Arts movement to the hard-nosed economic efficiency of their financiers and clients. Conceived in three
parts—a base, middle section, and roof line—the composition of early towers allowed for judicial use of ornament at ground level plinths that hosted restaurants, shops, and lobbies, while the bulk of the remaining building employed plainer details emphasizing the building's height, and advertising the excitement of new spectacular views upon which the penthouse level derived its privileged position.

It was not until the housing crisis in Europe after World War II created an urgent requirement for large-scale and efficient architectural solutions that accommodated all classes of society that the form was truly adopted for residential use. The principal proponent of this shift in tower typology was Le Corbusier, who since the presentation of his Ville Contemporaine scheme (1922) at the Salon d’Automne in Paris, had advocated for the rationalization of cities through the implementation of bold “Tower in the Park” planning schemes.\(^2\)

In his description of “A Contemporary City of Three Million Inhabitants,” Le Corbusier decried the haphazard organization and development of traditional cities, and the resultant squalor and moral lassitude of urban dwellers: “The city of today is a dying thing because it is not geometrical. To build in the open would be to replace our present haphazard arrangements, which are all we have today,

\(^2\) Le Corbusier’s work and writing was influential in the promotion of towers as a housing type in opposition to the long bars promoted by the German architects such as the first large housing project in New Frankfurt after WW I.
by a uniform lay-out. Unless we do this there is no salvation. The result of a true geometrical lay-out is repetition. The result of repetition is a standard, the perfect form.”3 However, as this passage indicates, Le Corbusier also felt that architecture had the potential to provide better living conditions and to contribute to a better society, polemically stating in Towards a New Architecture that society faces the ultimatum of “Architecture or Revolution,” as “it is the question of building which lies at the root of the social unrest of today.”4 By way of a solution, Le Corbusier proposed development around two fundamental ideals for modern living; he suggested the evocation of geometric purity as a more perfect substitute for traditional architectural style, and secondly, he argued that architecture was primary in structuring human relationships and behaviours.

Le Corbusier’s interest in geometric purism drew upon other theories of the time, from classical proportions and platonic forms to contemporary artistic conceptions of space formulated through Cubism and De Stijl. He was also influenced by new infusions to the language of form such as the functionalist principles developed by the Bauhaus and German Werkbund, as well as the archetypal simplicity of Adolf Loos and Frank Lloyd Wright. At the heart of Le Corbusier’s synthesis of these

---


influences was a desire to discover a spiritual as well as a physical truth within the forces of industrial processes and the logic of mechanization. This is made evident in his vocabulary of objet-types, which testify to the simplicity of form and function that results from mechanical fabrication and the application of mathematics and geometry. For Le Corbusier, the automobile, the aeroplane, and the ocean liner were all new formal arrangements streamlined and simplified by the processes of their production. His examination of these objet-types led Le Corbusier to believe that the forces inherent to mechanical processes – efficiency, economy, and speed – would eliminate extraneous details and decoration and purify objects to a state of perfection confirmed by the object’s inherent capacity for multiplication. Thus, in conceiving the ideal form of residential tower, Le Corbusier insisted that the solution must derive from designs that industrialize the housing type.

One of Le Corbusier’s first experiments in the re-conceptualization of housing types was Maison Citrohan, originally built in 1920 and redesigned five times thereafter. A prefabricated unit meant to be built in series, this fundamental structure formed the basis of residential tower designs to follow, including Immeubles Villas, an apartment superblock made up of Maisons Citrohan piled on top of one another and linked together by corridors and open terraces, and was an arrangement which was itself infinitely reproducible. For Le Cor-
busier, the perfection of the residential tower form was apparent in its modularity and its multiplicity.

Just as _objets-types_ demonstrated how the forces of mechanization could produce ideal forms, early twentieth-century models of scientific management such as Taylorism and Fordism claimed a similar potential to improve the performance of factory workers. A method of labour discipline and organization, Taylorism employed principles of efficiency engineering and incentive systems to maximize factory productivity. The competitiveness of American society legitimised Taylorist claims that labour disputes could be overcome through the collective benefits of increased productivity. As Taylorists saw it, if both workers and management focused their energies on increasing productivity rather than negotiating the division of the profits, the benefits to all parties would be greater. Thus Taylorism seemed to transcend traditional politics by offering an escape from class conflict and ideological divisions.

Le Corbusier saw Taylorist principles as an affirmation that machine processes, when applied to people and social arrangements, had the potential to perfect humanity in the same way they perfect objects – through the systemization and rationalization of human needs and the mass production of housing. Le Corbusier’s “machine for living,” then, suggests that human needs can be streamlined into essential amenities, such as access to sunlight, fresh air, solitude, and exercise, and can...
be brought about by the efficient organization of the modern house. Not only did the promise of industrial efficiency and greater productivity allow Le Corbusier to conceive of architecture as a social tool, but it allowed him to embed his ideas about the ideal modern lifestyle into that architecture.

In describing the apartment complex *Immuebles Villas*, Le Corbusier explained that the project was based on an image of communal life he observed at the Monastery of Ema, where, he claims, the individual and communal were harmoniously arranged. However, Le Corbusier’s ideas about the ideal communal life were not informed by monasticism only, and he was also interested in the work of the nineteenth-century French social philosopher Charles Fourier (1772-1837). Fourier’s ideas of a new utopian social order were formulated as the Industrial Revolution began to take hold, and he theorized that the force of human attraction, like the force of gravity, revealed natural human associations that were otherwise confused by society and interrupted by the physical necessities of common life. Provided with an environment that alleviated the effects of everyday drudgery, and which organized human passions into what Fourier called a “unity of action,” his new society, the Phalanx, would find a natural order that aligned man with man, and mankind with God and the universe.5

Contributing to and supporting Le Corbusier’s own

ideas about the inherent beauty and perfection of mechanical processes, Fourier’s social theories are evident in some of Le Corbusier’s earliest designs, such as *Project for an Art School* (1910). As Peter Serényi points out, this project is a direct formal translation of Fourier’s theory on human attraction, and the organization of human passions into private, communal, and distributive categories, providing a blueprint for the organization of human activity within a self-sustaining community.6

This project also counters what Fourier and Le Corbusier saw as a failure of architecture – the production of an environment that failed to promote a natural harmony among people exists, but that such a unity is concealed and confused by the deleterious impediments of the human environment. Le Corbusier further attempted to tackle this failing through the development of housing capable of harmonizing human passions. As Serényi states, “To achieve order, Fourier—as did Le Corbusier a century later—invited the world to unite in action. ‘Unity of action,’ he said, ‘is the end of nature and it is the aim of God in the material and in the social world.’”7

*Unité d’habitation* at Marseille is widely considered to be the culmination of Le Corbusier’s long search for a modern dwelling form, and the realization of the ideas behind his earlier housing schemes. It is also the clearest built expression of the social ideals

---

7 Ibid., 278.
Le Corbusier sought to bring about through residential tower design, and the best example of the tectonic relationships he used to manifest his ideal communal lifestyle. Following the same logic as Immeubles Villas, Unité d’habitation is comprised of individual units streamlined around a standardized ideal of private life, and which are repeated and collectivized into a communal form, itself designed to reflect the notion of collective work within a monastery and Fourier’s Phalanstère. At Unité, the daily life within each unit is complemented by social amenities including a nursery school, daycare centre, doctor’s office, gymnasium, restaurant, and shops. These communal features act as extensions of the individual dwellings, and contribute to the core concept of the ideal modern community as one self-contained and socially self-supportive. All of these features were locked into place by the tectonic strength and ruggedness of the un-faced concrete structure.

Distinct from the earlier steel-framed cruciform towers, Unité d’habitation’s form closely resembles that of an ocean liner, one of the preferred objets from Le Corbusier’s purist vocabulary. This is evident in the sculptural exhaust stacks and the chine of the cantilevered façade, as well as in the pattern of the individual units arranged on the long sides of the building, and the legibility of the public street on the seventh floor (see 21-24). Together these features express a tectonic integration of individual cells and monumental form in the same way that portholes and decks are inte-
grated into the form of a ship’s hull. The ocean liner metaphor further points to the building’s aloofness, a distance from its surroundings implicit to the idea of a vertical garden city. As if on a voyage between two countries, Unité d’habitation floats above its traditional surroundings, its modern voyagers headed for the more idyllic shores of the future.

As a self-contained cellular-community, Unité d’habitation at Marseille embodies Le Corbusier’s ideals about how to live as an individual and in a group, and about how society as a whole should progress. Hugely influential, these ideas came to define and structure the principle components of the modern residential tower, and further aligned the high-rise tower with processes of industrialization and capitalist economics. Le Corbusier’s argument for large-scale housing was also an economic one; he suggested that a whole-scale “Towers in the Park” approach would take advantage of mass production and economies of scale and provide a more cost-effective solution to public housing.8 While the actual cost of Unité d’habitation at Marseille has been criticized for being greater than anticipated, four subsequent Unités were constructed along stricter financial guidelines, and, as a result, many of the social spaces that made the prototype a successful village, were reduced or removed.

altogether, the Unité d’habitation at Firminy-Vert, constructed after Le Corbusier’s death, being a prime example.9

In this criticism lies the paradoxical influence of the precedent: as subsequent social housing projects attempted to replicate the ideals exemplified by the original, the very forces that Le Corbusier imagined would perfect the housing type, actively stripped subsequent iterations of the artistic and social aspirations that distinguished their predecessor. In winnowing the tower typology to its core elements, this streamlining process, over time, further revealed and exaggerated certain flaws and shortcomings, including the rigidity of the tectonic relationship between unit and framework, the homogenous and simplified outcome of standardized lifestyles and living spaces, and the segregation of space and society into mass socioeconomic groups. With a few notable exceptions, the majority of public housing projects that attempted to undertake Le Corbusier’s original thesis have proven that utopian intentions, when implemented universally, result in dystopian environments. Public open spaces, inadequately

9 “The double-height living room at Marseilles is drastically reduced at Nantes-Reze and disappears altogether at Firminy, with depressing consequences to the already small space. The articulation at mid-building afforded by the two-storey zone of commercial and office space at Marseilles was not possible in later programs, and the results are plasticly less satisfying. The roofscape, so dear and ideologically essential at Marseilles, is but the ghost of its former self at Brieyen-Foreit, and Firminy has been so cheapened and stripped of excellent detail as to seem to be almost of another hand.” Roger Sherwood, Modern Housing Prototypes (Cambridge: Harvard, MA: University Press, 1978), 125.
supervised and effectively belonging to no one, became unattractive and difficult to maintain; “streets in the sky” meant to foster resident interaction became dismal antisocial corridors; units streamlined around particular lifestyles became cramped; and the monastic solitude of the individual was infringed upon by noises, smells, and faulty services.

The failures of government initiated housing projects, including Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis and Park Hill Estates in the United Kingdom, have provided cause to doubt the power of architecture to ameliorate modern social conditions; however, it is possible that tower architecture in fact succeeded in manifesting Le Corbusier’s machine-aesthetic, and that this trust in the forces of mass-production is partly the cause for the subsequent loss and reduction of social ideals exemplified by the original. In particular, the desire to find social harmony by standardizing human nature into essentials, and to create order through universal truths that attempt to arrest change in an all-too-rapidly changing world, are a problematic basis for anticipating future concerns and social needs. Yet despite these flaws, commercially developed high-rise apartment buildings have become a staple in all large cities. Still an attractive solution to overall scarcity of land and a demand for housing, the residential tower has become a fixture of the urban landscape.
Decaying Urban Towers: Locating the Problem in Halifax, NS

North America is the most urbanized region in the world, with 82% of the population living in cities.\textsuperscript{10} In Canada, 90% of total population growth is occurring in the 33 metropolitan areas\textsuperscript{11}, and within Nova Scotia, Halifax and Truro continue to grow while rural areas are undergoing population decline.\textsuperscript{12} While Halifax is by no means experiencing the same level of population growth as some of the globe’s major centres, with projects such as The Pavilion, The Alexander, and The Willow currently under construction, and several more residential towers on the horizon, the city is joining the global trend of increasing high-rise, mixed-use development.

Similar to today, in the 1970s Halifax underwent a significant building boom. 1969 was a record year for urban development, with 1,850 building permits worth $74 million in construction value issued.\textsuperscript{13} The major projects of the time were Scotia Square (1969-73) and the Law Courts (1971),

\textsuperscript{10} UN, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, World Urbanization Prospects: The 2014 Revision, Highlights, 2014.


\textsuperscript{13} Staff Reporter, “New Apartment Tower Puts Cap on Record Year,” Halifax Mail Star, January 5, 1970.
Cogswell Interchange (1969-71) and the A. Murray Mackay Bridge (1970), the Killam Library (1966-71) as well as Dalhousie University’s Arts Centre (1971) and Life Sciences Building (1968). Residential development also boomed as available land on the peninsula decreased and the demand for housing rose. Many residential tower developments were highly anticipated, including Embassy Towers on Spring Garden Road (1967), Park Victoria Apartments on South Park Street (1969), Winchester Plaza on Morris Street (1970), the Macdonald Apartments on Cunard Street (1971), and Ogilvie on the Park Apartments on Ogilvie Street (1971). These buildings ranged in height from twelve to twenty-one stories, but all were dwarfed by another eagerly awaited structure, that of the thirty-three storey Fenwick Place (1971). The excitement and significance of the building boom was expressed by the Honourable Ralph F. Fiske, Minister of Trade and Industry, who stated, “New high-rise office and residential apartment complexes, combined with the exciting port developments, are helping to make historic Halifax one of the fastest growing, most exciting cities in North America.”

While Fiske’s assessment, backed by the economic confidence of the time, appears now to be a bit of an overstatement, his idealistic aspiration helps to describe the boldness in scale and style with which these new urban developments were executed.

Many of the major projects that formed Halifax’s

twentieth-century boom, were executed around modernist urban planning ideals. Closely related to contemporary developments including the Don Valley Parkway and Thorncliffe Park in Toronto, and based on Le Corbusier’s urban planning schemes that linked modern high-rise offices and high-rise towers through transportation infrastructure, the Scotia Square commercial complex, Cogswell interchange, and the unrealized Harbour Drive highway, boldly attempted to restructure historic Halifax to address a future grounded in capitalism, the automobile, and industry.

This new, modern Halifax was also signified through the adoption of brutalist values, made legible in several developments of the period. The brutalist idiom, as a youthful and vigorous signification of modernity, was embraced as the Canadian national aesthetic at that time and supported by the Federal government by supporting a whole set of buildings for the occasion of the Centennial of Confederation in 1967.15 Common to these projects is the use of poured concrete as a material expression of durability, longevity, dignity, and honesty. The expression of structural elements demonstrated the desire for the exterior appearance of the building to match its interior use, and for the industriousness of the building’s production to be linked with the industriousness of its new, modern tenants. The stylistic newness and idealistic intent of these buildings is perhaps difficult

to imagine today, but Peter B. Waite, Dalhousie University historian, describes the impression new projects such as the Life Sciences building had at the time of their construction:

The Montreal architects came up with a building unique to Halifax, not to everyone’s taste, but which won the award of excellence from the Canadian Architectural Yearbook in 1968. The architects ignored both cut stone and concrete slab, and went for a highly innovative building—what one biologist dared to call the most advanced building in Nova Scotia of the time—constructed of poured concrete with the finish sand-blasted to expose the aggregate underneath. The type is now familiar; thirty years ago it was not. The shape of the building resolutely reflected its interior functions. [...] There was an aesthetic integrity to it, no frills, no fuss, and on the inside it looked much the same as it did on the outside. Ray Affleck [the architect] told Dalhousie people that at first they would be horrified at the lack of interior paint and finish, but in time they would come to like it. It proved serviceable and sensible to its users, though often a surprise to visitors.16

The response to the housing crisis on the Halifax peninsula also drew upon the arguments and solutions of the brutalists and post-war modernists, and residential tower developments that promised idyllic urban density and modern amenities were adopted. As a reporter for the Chronicle Herald summarized, “The limited boundaries of the Halifax Peninsula do not allow for sprawling estate grounds of yesteryear, perhaps the only way for the future growth of the city is into the sky.”17

Indeed, many of the ideals that appealed to the early modernists in the 1920s, such as the basic amenities of light, fresh air, and open space, couched in utopian rhetoric that emphasized hygiene and social improvement, were used to advocate for the new towers in Halifax fifty years later. As one reporter noted:

Land absorption through sprawling low-density living is eating up Halifax’s precious land for the growing population. High-rise living may become a reality for persons, especially young couples, senior citizens and students. This type of living is certainly not a bad living condition—it eliminates lack of air, light, overcrowding, and space for personal hygiene and upkeep—things that are common in typical ‘slum’ conditions.  

Looking at these residential towers today, it is difficult to imagine the excitement and forward-looking sentiments of their inception. Indeed, several of Halifax’s residential towers are currently in decline. Plagued by issues including bed-bug infestations, decaying infrastructure, and high vacancy and turnover rates (see 43-45), the residential giants of the 1970s are increasingly seen as undesirable places in which to live—particularly when compared with their newer, glossier counterparts. However, we need only to look at the relics of Halifax’s last great enthrallment with urban living to get an idea of where today’s confidence in tower typology is headed.

The defects of towers have been widely reported. Notable urbanists including Jane Jacobs, and more

---

recently Charles Montgomery, point to the lack of sociability and consideration for human interactions as principle deficiencies of the type.19 Yet the decay of residential towers points to another issue – the inability of these structures to adapt to the new ideals of urban life.

The current strategy for remedying the poor condition of ageing towers it to either protract the inevitable by gutting and refinishing apartments or renovating the building’s façade, or, more dramatically, to demolish the structure, and slate the site for redevelopment. In the following sections, I posit an alternative to this approach. Using Fenwick Place, arguably Halifax’s most dilapidated urban tower, as a case study, I use the Metabolic principle of linkage to reimagine the residential high-rise as an organic structure primed for social and structural interventions that can lead to regeneration and growth and turn processes of decay to their advantage.

---

Fig 42a. This drawing shows an abbreviated visual history of the development of residential towers on the Halifax peninsula. While there are modulations in massing, height, materials, and the texture of the facade, the essential components of the type remain constant. The structural system of poured concrete slab and elevator core establishes the basic tectonic relationship between individual units and the building as a whole, while the facade is free to adapt to the style and constraints of its time. In this way, the logic of the Dom-ino can be traced to the present day.
Diagram 42b.
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Diagram 43a.
Diagram 4.3b. A map of the existing and proposed towers on the Halifax peninsula. Towers are listed by the number of floors, descending from most to least. Residential towers are shown in white, while office towers, which are more typically of a steel-frame construction and have greater floor-to-floor heights, are shown in grey. The relative height of the towers are shown in a gradient of dark (shortest) to light (tallest) green.
Fig 44a. This series of maps shows the process of identifying dilapidation and abandonment within the existing residential tower stock on the peninsula. Comparing factors such as the building's age to its pet policy, this mapping process speculates on which towers on the peninsula have the greatest need, and therefore potential, for new adaptive reuse interventions.

Comparison of the age of towers to towers with pet friendly policies. This metric compares the age of towers with pet friendly policies. The desire for residents to live with pets is common, but can often disrupt the common and create complaints and damage if the community within the building has declined. The pet policies of towers are an indicator of the degree to which community and individual interests within a building are harmonized. It is remarkable that many residential and condominium projects currently under development advertise that they are pet friendly and even provide pet space as an amenity. While this is smart marketing aimed towards retired couples and therefore a luxury, it is not a common feature in buildings that have aged into middle to lower-middle class stages of life. However, as towers age further, pet policies become friendlier as landlords attempt to bolster their market appeal. Older towers with pet friendly policies reveal an opening in the relationship between individual and community relationships, and present an opportunity and willingness to incorporate new social dynamics.

Comparison of towers that have higher vacancy rates to those that have reported cases of pests. This metric compares towers that have higher vacancy rates to those that have reported cases of pests. Bed bugs are a good indicator of high resident turnover and the declining rental value of the property. They are also a sign of the socio-economic homogenization that many residential towers produce, demonstrating both the communal condition of the tower lifestyle, and its tragic vulnerabilities. This indicator highlights that the lifespan of residential towers tracks a declining socio-economic trend, and proposes a moment in that course when an intervention becomes viable, as financial determinants begin to fail. When towers begin to experience higher vacancy rates and pests such as bed bugs, their current use opens up to new orientations and unintended uses.
Comparison of towers that are close to commercial, recreational, and cultural amenities to towers that have their own commercial plinth. This metric compares towers that are close to commercial, recreational, and cultural amenities to towers that have their own commercial plinth. The commercial plinths of towers are often designed as a part of a mixed-use development model that seeks to mitigate risk by diversifying across commercial and residential clients. Boutique hotels are often a third component to this strategy. The intended self-sufficiency of this model is presented as a positive—residents get a local coffee shop, coffee businesses get local clientele, and the building gains a certain level of activity and social life. However, this dynamic works equally well in reverse; the declining state of residential value hurts local businesses which propels a lower perception of building. As towers with commercial plinths decline in urban areas with adjacent amenities, these plinth structures have a greater potential to be opened up to new orientations and uses.

Comparison of towers close to public transit hubs and towers with underground parking facilities. This metric compares towers close to public transit hubs and towers with underground parking facilities. It reveals towers with potentially unused space below grade. As towers continue to age, we can expect these areas to open up as the demand for their current use wanes. Increased urban density promotes public transportation and exacerbates the inefficiencies of individual automobile traffic. Furthermore, this thesis takes the position that the trend of current technological development—towards more efficient, autonomous, and shared modes of transportation—will contribute to freeing up underground parking structures. In addition, as towers decline, their lower-income tenants are less likely to own cars and will have a use for the parking structures. Increasing urban density does, however, place greater value on available parking. Thus, the parking structure presents a future space in which public amenities could be incorporated, providing a social hub and incubating a reversal of the tower’s declining social status.

Fig 44b.
Fig 45. This diagram shows a synthesis of the previous dilapidation maps. Combining the various metrics described above, these parameters isolate residential towers that have key structural and cultural characteristics which signal a peak in undesirability. This moment of dilapidation and abandonment is a critical moment for intervention that typically leads to renovation or redevelopment, but could also lead to new adaptive reuse interventions.
CHAPTER 2: FENWICK TOWER

It is within the context of the modernist planning initiative and brutalist architectural idiom that characterized Halifax in the late 1960s that Fenwick Place was planned and constructed. Designed by Michael Byrne MRAIC, of Dumaresq and Byrne Architects, Fenwick is a poured-in-place concrete-slab structure with compact unit layouts. Completed in 1971, like the modernist residential towers, Fenwick Place is organized by a double-loaded corridor, elevator core, fitness amenity, and lobby/parking garage sequence – characteristics that are also consistent with many towers being built today. Fenwick’s rough aggregate precast concrete aesthetic and dominant expression of its structural elements also link it with the brutalist idiom that characterized many structures of its time. Fenwick Place thus has qualities that link it with Le Corbusier’s imagined ideal, but as a 1970s imitation of this concept, it also suffers from the processes of replication that distanced Le Corbusier’s residential dream from the new reality.

Like the cruciform towers of Le Corbusier’s Ville Contemporaine (see 9-11), Fenwick Place was conceived as a monumental and isolated form connected to the city via the automobile, as a comparison of the original renderings for Fenwick Place to those for the Ville Contemporaine illustrates. In the renderings of Fenwick (see 46 and 47), the mass of the tower is elevated and separated from the street by a commercial plinth,
and an automobile drives up the entry ramp, allowing potential residents to imagine a lifestyle based around the automobile. Furthermore, these renderings outline a network of towers, equal in height to Fenwick, and surrounded by trees – suggesting adjacent parkland, and anticipating future high-rise development. These drawing thus situate Fenwick, not in the incongruous context of its Victorian neighbourhood, but in the ideal context of a future Halifax developed according to “Tower in the Park” principles.

Fenwick Place also exhibits aspects of Le Corbusier’s housing theories. Similar to Unité d’habitation, the generative concept behind Fenwick Place’s monumental form is derived from the relationship between its structural framework and its individual units. In Unité d’habitation, Le Corbusier used the objet-type metaphor of the wine bottle and wine rack, making the structural “rack” a legible grid pattern on the facade, and the individual “bottles” or units distinct through variation and colour. The tectonic relationship between structure and unit in Fenwick Place is similarly expressed in the protruding structural members that differentiate the vertical latticework from the recessed balconies and glazed openings of individual units. The relationship between structure and unit was the project’s defining concept. As designer and project architect Michael Byrne confirmed in a 1999 interview with Dalhousie students:

The basic character of the building was generated by the structural requirements, it has,
Fig. 51. Photograph of the pilotis of the Unité d’habitation in Marseille, a consultant feature of Le Corbusier’s residential schemes. Departing from earlier expressions, at the Unité the pilotis evince the materiality of concrete, the texture of the cast-in-place process of construction, are heroic in their scale, while at the same time humanized by the organic taper of their form. These attributes in part inspired the brutalist movement; Photograph by David Jenkins, from Unité d’Habitation: Marseilles.
Fig. 52. Photograph of the structural fins of Fenwick Place. The associations to the Unité d’habitation are legible in the materiality of the unfaced concrete and the heroic scale and expression of the structural forms.
as you can see, a protruding series of east-west fins that run across its short axis. [...] So in that respect what we did was thread the residential units in between these necessary structural elements having chosen an appropriate residential-scale module between the structural units which are somewhere in the neighbourhood of twelve to fourteen feet apart.20

This description indicates that Byrne clearly perceived the structural system and the "module" of the individual units as separate tectonic elements woven together through the process of design, a conceptualization of the residential tower derived from the work of Le Corbusier. Furthermore, like the brutalist idiom that developed out of Unité d'habitation,21 Fenwick Place exhibits its concrete materiality and the process of its construction as principal elements which, left unadorned, assert an integrity assumed to be outside the vagaries of style (see 52). This is emphasized in the interview with Byrne, who denied he was influenced by any particular style, arguing instead that his design method derived from the necessities of economy and structure: "Form is bred out of necessity and

20 Michael Byrne, interview by Ly Tang, Michael Farrar, and Ania Gudelewicz, April 16, 1999, interview transcript, Dalhousie School of Architecture archive, Halifax, NS.

21 Inspired by the texture of the clapboard formwork used in the cast-in-place concrete of Unité d'habitation, the Brutalist movement, as represented by Alison and Peter Smithson and third-generation modernists, was concerned with the specificity of building processes and materials. By emphasizing raw materials and structural clarity, the movement sought to emphasize the local, haptic, and authentic rather than the universal, visual, and purity of form that dominated earlier modernist thought. See Andrew Higgott, "The Shift to the Specific: The New Interpretation of Materiality in Brutalism and the Functional Tradition," Mediating Modernism: Architectural Cultures in Britain (New York: Routledge, 2007), 86-116.
in this case it was a structural necessity. So any attempt to follow a design theme or a style was just totally absent. There was economy and structural requirements that led to the shape. “22 Byrne further aligns Fenwick with the brutalist idiom in his discussion of materials and the decision to use exposed aggregate precast panels (see 55):

The intent there was to really jazz up the part that you can see and feel and touch. I mean who cares what the surface of the concrete is up fifteen floors, you can’t see it. What you can see is the shadows created by that washboard spandrel thing that we created. Here we said look let’s give it a bit of human scale at the bottom, something to visually rest itself upon the ground and thus we recessed the panels, all of those little ribs in the red panels at the bottom have little pieces of polished granite in them which I think I would do today.23

While Byrne’s comments display an interest in building processes and raw materials, one of the hallmarks of the brutalist movement, he also expresses lesser-known brutalist values such as the desire to humanize the products of a mass-produced society.24 Considered within the Brutalist idiom, the structural fins and concrete panels that define Fenwick’s shape and character not only express a directness of form and an economy of

---

22 Michael Byrne, interview by Alicia Yip, Amita Vulimiri, and Dion Lassau, February 2, 2005, Interview transcript, Dalhousie School of Architecture archive, Halifax, NS.

23 Byrne, 1999 interview.

24 “After some years of debate on the term they felt they had originated, the Smithsons wrote on the New Brutalism: ‘Brutalism tries to face up to a mass-produced society, and drag a rough poetry out of the confused and powerful forces which are at work. [It] has been discussed stylistically, whereas its essence is ethical.’” See Higgott, 96.
design, but the unmediated authenticity of the everyday and functional traditions.

Within, Fenwick Place, like *Unité d’habitation*, provides a simplified and standardized conception of urban living. Although at thirty-three storeys, Fenwick Place is significantly taller than *Unité d’habitation* (eighteen stories), both provide a series of residential units at varying scales complemented by a host of public or communal amenities. Fenwick is comprised of two-hundred and fifty residential units (in contrast to *Unité’s* three-hundred and thirty-seven) in three different sizes (bachelor, one, and two-bedroom suites) which offer views of the city and harbour. These individual units are similar to those at *Unité* in size and the hierarchy of living, dining, and kitchen areas, although they are differently configured. At *Unité d’habitation* the standard unit, based on the needs of a single family with two children, was planned as a stepped block crossing the width of the building so as to have a dual aspect (see 58) and double-height living areas with controlled access to balconies that extend the indoor space and brought light and passive air flow into each unit (see 57 and 68). With each unit occupying a part of a single storey and not crossing the central corridor, Fenwick’s residential space is more conventionally planned. However, common to both structures is the access to fresh air via balconies (see 61 and 62), along with an emphasis on modern conveniences – central heating, garbage chutes, and ice boxes at *Unité*, and washers, driers, and

---

**Fig. 57. and 58. Unité d’habitation at Marseille; from Jenkins, Unité d’Habitation: Marseilles. Above: Photgraph of living and dining space in standard apartment. Below: Axonometric projection of standard apartment, showing dual aspect and relation to corridor.**

**Fig. 59. and 60. Fenwick Place. Above: Photgraph of living and dining space in standard apartment. Below: Axonometric projection of standard apartment, showing dual aspect and relation to corridor.**
CCTV at Fenwick – that affirm the forward looking character of the inhabitants.\(^\text{25}\)

The standard unit at Unité, stacked together with corresponding units around corridors at every third level, generated the basic layout of the building and integrated the fundamental requirements of the single family with those of the larger residential community – an idea drawn from Le Corbusier visit to a Carthusian monastery in 1907. The efficiency of the corridors in Unité d’habitation allowed Le Corbusier to provide greater communal facilities, including a two-storey commercial street in the centre of the building with a restaurant, shops, grocery, and doctor’s office, as well as a hotel (see 24). The rooftop (see 63 and 72) was dedicated to exercise and children, with a kindergarten and art school, paddling pool, running track, and open air gym, while the ground level was committed to parkland through the heroic use of pilotis (see 51).

As Unité’s standardization of space required a concomitant standardization of lifestyle orientated around an idealized family unit, the designers of Fenwick also had a specific demographic unit in mind when configuring their standard unit; they

\(^{25}\) Many of these attributes were listed in a 1969 advertisement for Fenwick Place: “Facilities in the building will include a year-round roof top swimming pool, private sauna bath for tenants, patio on the ground floor for tenants and a top sundeck and terraces. There will also be a formal lobby, entertainment room, and a room where tenants can keep food freezers, plus a washer and drier on each floor. Another innovation in the building will be a closed circuit TV which will scan the front door, enabling tenants to see who is calling at their apartment.” See Bernie Raine, “33-Storey Apartment Block Going Up Soon in Halifax,” Halifax Mail Star, June 5, 1969.
seemingly intended to take advantage of the demand for housing on the peninsula and the large number of young adults entering the housing market. With respect to communal activities, Fenwick, like *Unité*, emphasized exercise and health, and in the promotional rhetoric at least, attempted to conjure up the ideals of air, light, and openness. The desire for self-sufficiency as seen at *Unité* is also evident in the mixing of commercial and residential programs; the thirty-thousand square feet of commercial space and three levels of underground parking provide greater convenience for inhabitants, and a built-in market for businesses. Even the commanding views from rooftop amenities, a swimming pool and spa, affirm an independence, and orient the building and its inhabitants, not on a street or within a neighbourhood, but within a heroic and natural setting. In this way, Fenwick Place fulfills the basic categories of the modern, urban lifestyle laid out by Le Corbusier and *Unité d’habitation*.

However, while the similarities discussed above affirm the link between Fenwick and *Unité d’habitation*, and attest to the perennial characteristics of the tower type, there are also obvious differences between the two structures. The role of children in the communal ideal of modern life,

---

26 A 1968 article in the *Chronicle Herald* advised newlywed couples to consider the virtues of residential tower lifestyles: “Remember high rises—they have conflicting reviews, but ultimately they are a wonderful place for young couples with all the modern conveniences and close to the city center—leaving more time for you and your loved one.” See Staff Reporter, “Holding Down the Rent,” *Chronicle Herald*, April 18, 1968.
central to the configuration of Unité d’habitation, for instance, was replaced in later iterations, including Fenwick, with more commercial values. This is obvious in the programming of space at principal locations including the plinth and rooftop. Within Fenwick the rooftop was allocated to pools and private saunas (if only for a moment in its history), and even these public amenities were surmounted by penthouse suites. The pilotis that invited parkland up to the inhabitant’s doorstep in the case of Unité, were replaced in Fenwick with a commercial plinth and raised terrace. While still separating the residential component of the tower from the ground, this arrangement replaces a natural medium with a commercial one, and consequently eliminates the necessity of diversifying the interior of the tower with commercial streets, or any amenity which may have otherwise drawn the public into the building. This arrangement also eliminated the need to treat corridors as “streets in the sky,” and therefore endow them with more than functional qualities. All of this resulted in a decidedly more efficient and segregated organization of the tower’s communal space.

Life within the individual unit is similarly reduced. The designers of Fenwick pared down the spatial qualities of structures like Unité d’habitation: the double-height living rooms do not exist, the size and integrated quality of balcony areas has been reduced, and the consideration of daylight and the dual-aspect ideal have been eliminated. Instead, the qualities of Fenwick’s finishes were relied on...
to provide a sense of quality and desirability, as evidenced by the use of travertine marble.

This reduction of the ideal set by *Unité d’habitation* at Marseille was initiated by Le Corbusier himself, who in subsequent iterations of the *Unité* principle, had to make similar concessions to meet tighter budgets. As Roger Sherwood points out, “the double-height living room at Marseille is drastically reduced at Nantes-Rezé and disappears altogether at Firminy, with depressing consequences to the already small space.” Sherwood continues, listing the reduction in the quality of the roofscape, and elimination of the two-storey commercial zone in subsequent *Unités*, with similar grim results for the buildings’ overall character. This streamlining of space, inherent to processes of mass production, is what Le Corbusier invited into residential tower design when he invoked the platonic form of the wine bottle, and expressed his desire to make residential architecture into an objet-type and “machine for living.”

Considering the fundamental design intention of the residential tower, Fenwick Place is not only similar to *Unité*, but is an iteration whose streamlined form and function reveal a truer objet-type form than that of the original. However, this same streamlining process also reveals that the qualities which make *Unité d’habitation* at Marseille a desirable place to live today, may in fact be the atypical characteristics which were removed as unnecessary.

and uneconomical in the future, more “perfect” iterations. This also helps to explain why Fenwick, like other residential towers of its time which followed the Unité principle and the brutalist idiom, has not succeeded to the same extent as the original ideal. As Nietzsche as famously believed to have stated, “be careful, lest in casting out your demon you exorcise the best thing in you.”

Fenwick Tower: A Framework for Change

While Fenwick Place is the tallest structure on the Halifax peninsula, boasting spectacular views and a proximity to the downtown core, it also has one of the highest rates of vacancy and is reported to suffer from other issues associated with decay, including bed bug infestations. Moreover, in its current condition, the two-storey commercial plinth is abandoned, the terrace level is a bleak forecourt, and the three levels of underground parking are underused. How can this discrepancy between desirability and use be explained?

Fenwick Place’s undesirable condition could possibly be attributed to its years as a student residence, and the natural consequence of housing such a transient community. Its decay could be the result of an inadequate maintenance schedule which failed to keep up with the ravages of time. Or perhaps it suffers because the distinctiveness of its brutalist styling which no longer represents the height of modern living. While possible, these reasons better explain why Fenwick Place has lapsed
as a desirable commodity, as a place to rent or as an investment, than why Fenwick Place is no longer a desirable place to live. Despised by those living in the surrounding neighbourhood, as well as by the people who live within, Fenwick, like other structures of its type, instead resists organic change and devalue human interaction.

Intended as a luxurious residential centrepiece in the modern plan of Halifax, Fenwick Place never fulfilled its role as a result of construction difficulties. Due to a labour strike and other setbacks including unexpected flooding, the project required extended financial support to reach completion. This support came from Dalhousie University, which, at the time, needed an expedient solution to a student housing crisis. Fenwick was purchased by Dalhousie before construction was complete; the developers had completed interiors up to the tenth floor, some of which were already occupied. Certain luxurious details were already finished, including the travertine marble elevator bays and the layout of the large, spacious units, features which the university used to market the new student residence as the height of urban living. Others luxuries, such as the private saunas and pool, were abandoned. In this respect, Fenwick Place departs from other residential towers of its time, in that its progress from luxury apartments to student accommodation happened almost immediately.
In a 2005 interview with Mateo Yorke, the Facilities Manager of Fenwick, several of these issues were discussed. Yorke confirmed that as a Dalhousie residence, Fenwick provided apartment-style accommodation to 450 adult and foreign students, and featured private washrooms and kitchens, along with shared common spaces. However, these layouts were modifications of the original plans, and living areas were walled-in and converted into bedrooms. Yorke noted that even while there was high demand for these bachelor and one-bedroom units, the building also experienced a high turnover rate, which he partly attributed to challenges in renovating and updating Fenwick posed by the structure and height of the building:

> It [the structure] certainly means renovating it is a big challenge; if we wanted to change the layout of the interior of the building in any dramatic way, there are quite a few structural supports within the building that kind of lend themselves to the apartments being laid out in a particular way and we don’t have a lot of flexibility with that.28

According to Yorke maintenance schedules within Fenwick were determined by Recap, an industry-standard computer program which inventoried and anticipated necessary replacements from mechanical systems to furniture. This maintenance program suggested that every year one to two floors should be renovated, and thus attests to a natural process of aging and dilapidation within the structure. In 2008, Fenwick Place was sold to

28 Mateo Yorke, interview by Alicia Yip, Amita Vulimiri, and Dion Lassu, January 21, 2005, interview transcript, Dalhousie School of Architecture archive, Halifax, NS.
Templeton Properties, a developer who is currently renovating the building, installing modern-looking panelized cladding and refurbishing units over a two-year period.

An iteration of Le Corbusier’s original concept that has undergone further industrial streamlining, Fenwick Place lacks many of the characteristics of Le Corbusier’s more socially idyllic prototypes. True to its modernist origins, its design is based on a principle that the machine perfects the human, and resists human modifications. Fenwick’s undesirability, then, can be seen to be rooted in this resistance, in its inability to maintain a successful correspondence between social and cultural ideals of the good life, and liveable spaces. However, while this rigidity has currently led to Fenwick’s decay, it also provides a framework within which to reimagine the life cycle of the residential tower.

Similarly interested in the tectonic arrangement of a singular structural framework accommodating multiple modular units, the Japanese Metabolists of the 1960s, saw ruins as necessary sites for incubating future generations. In the next section, I draw upon Metabolist strategies for incorporating time into the design of buildings and cities, to suggest that the concrete slab structures of ageing buildings including Fenwick Place, offer an existing megastructural framework, an imminent site for new Metabolist interventions.
**Site Survey**

An adaptive reuse project requires a thorough survey of the existing building and its conditions. The following drawings are the results of such a survey. The first page shows a survey of the vacancy within Fenwick Place was conducted by photographing the elevations from the same position over the course of a month, and the results were synthesized into a model (see 82). This formed the basis of the drawing of Fenwick’s elevations (see 83) where underused and therefore fallow units are shown in pink, and are meant to show the potential field and form for a new building within the existing tower. A photographic survey of Fenwick’s visual influence on the surrounding neighbourhood and a street elevation of Fenwick Street facing North (see 86). These drawings show that Fenwick is a dominant structure on the peninsula, affecting not only its local neighbourhood, but visually impacts the wider urban community. The site survey of the local neighbourhood (see 84) shows that it is primarily residential, with the notable inclusion of several senior’s apartments, and few social amenities. A shadow survey (see 85) shows the environmental impact of Fenwick Place is limited to its immediate surroundings.

An orthogonal projection of the tower (see 87) showing various sections of the building, reveals the critical elements such as the concrete slab structure and standardized unit modules, as well as the lobby-elevator core-corridor-unit sequence,
the existing links within. The standardized units are further analyzed by floor (see 88) and by type (see 89, 90, and 100) and show that while there is a three-size fits all range, the proportional layout of these units are almost identical, revealing the impoverished variety within the building.

Fig. 82. Photographic study of apartments within Fenwick Place and their use.
Fig. 83. Elevations showing potential underused and vacant units within Fenwick Place.
Fig. 84. Site model showing programatic zones of the neighbourhood surrounding Fenwick Place.
Fig. 85. Shadow study of Fenwick Place.
Fig. 86. Fenwick Street elevation and photographic survey showing visual influence of the Fenwick Tower on surrounding neighbourhood.
Fig. 87. Sectional axonometric drawing showing key elements of Fenwick Place.
Fig. 88. Typical floor plan of Fenwick Place.
Fig. 89. Studio apartment plan.
Fig. 90. One-bedroom apartment plan.
Fig. 91. Two-bedroom apartment plan.
CHAPTER 3: METABOLISM

Considering the scale and scope of society’s investment in residential towers, is there any possibility for the remediation of inadequate designs? The inherent cycles of our consumer society offers redevelopment as the best strategy, but as Stanly Russell points out, how tenable is this solution as we forecast greater economic, ecological, and energy instabilities.29

New methods are required, not only to avoid the impossible expense of replacing our current building stock, but to discover new ways of enhancing the social space within the type, rather than simply finding greater efficiencies. Metabolist conceptions of architecture propose an alternative value system, in which time is incorporated as an active principal in design, and which can therefore enrich, elaborate, and correct initial designs. Drawing upon organic models of sustainability and cycles of renewal from traditional Shinto practice, the Metabolists proposed grouping and systemizing urban elements according to their life-spans. They experimented with the redesign of the city through a series of concepts, including capsules, megastructure, groupform, and linkage, all of which would provide for the regeneration of the urban environment.

The Metabolist’s vision of a future where successive generations of construction are synthesized by organic principles provides an alternative ethos to the modernist machine aesthetic, and helps to establish a method through which tower structures such as Fenwick Place can be reimagined.

Responding to the post-World War II destruction of Japanese cities, the Metabolists proposed large-scale urban renewal projects with the aim of inaugurating the city of tomorrow, and looked to modern manufacturing processes as the potential means of accomplishing these ideas. Like Le Corbusier, they were concerned with the tectonic relationship between the cell and its framework, and sought to harmonize individual and communal scales in their reordering of urban life. However, the Metabolists differed from the early modernists in their approach toward time and change. Where Le Corbusier sought ideal social needs and relationships, and to bring about universal solutions to cities, the Metabolists sought ways to accommodate the inherent change and disorder of urban society.

In the 1950s, Kenzo Tange, patriarch of the Metabolist movement, called for a new tradition in Japanese architecture, one based on the spirit of the Ise Shrine, which would address the crises of mass urbanization and social upheaval of the time. The Metabolist response was a synthesis of Shinto rituals emphasizing renewal and regeneration, and modernist urban planning strategies.

Fig. 95. and 96. Kisho Kurokawa, Nakagin Capsule Tower, 1972; photograph from Domus, Metabolism, the City of the Future; diagram by author. Each capsule is attached to the steel tower with four bolts and gasket, and are intended to be replaced with modern capsules with updated technologies.
Fig. 97. Kisho Kurokawa, Nakagin Capsule Tower, 1972; from Lin, Kenzo Tange and the Metabolist Movement: Urban Utopias of Modern Japan. Shown under construction, the tectonic relationship between structure and module is even more defined than in the modernist residential tower type.
This foundation allowed the Metabolists to not only see the destruction of Tokyo and Hiroshima as natural processes creating an opportunity for renewal, but to see the ruin of these centres as the critical condition for incubating the future city. Drawing upon organic models, the Metabolists proposed that the architecture of the future rely upon the grouping of urban elements according to their rates of change, and the systemization of the connections between these groups.

One strategy that came out of this approach – the one for which the Metabolists are now most widely known – was to contain whole urban programs, including transportation, energy, and waste systems, in monumental structural frameworks. Within these megastructures, shorter-lived elements, such as residential houses, were distributed. Because these individual elements were designed to a human scale and life-span, they could be replaced, exchanged, and renewed without having to reinvest in the cost of the structure or the services. Thus, proponents argued that megastructures could continually adjust and adapt to changes in technology and culture. The image of the megastructure became the dominant image of the Metabolist movement – it represented the city as a process that could grow and transform like an organism by fixing structure at the collective scale and allowing human-scale units the freedom and mobility to change and develop – and is perhaps best illustrated by one of the few Metabolist structures to be realized, the Nagakin Capsule Tower.

Fig. 98., 99., 100., and 101. Kisho Kurokawa, Nagakin Capsule Tower, 1972; photographs by Noritaka Minami, from Ignant; diagram by author. While the capsule is meant to have the capacity to adapt, the tower has failed to metabolize, and instead it emphasizes the variety of human use within the original parameters.
The first practical application of megastructure and capsule architecture, the Nagakin Capsule Tower is a legible example of architecture capable of metabolic cycles, as the 140 prefabricated steel modules that comprise the building’s façade were designed to be detached from the two supporting concrete tower structures and replaced every twenty-five years. The separation of structure and capsule allowed the individual living areas to be manufactured using the same manufacturing processes used for vehicles, therefore utilizing similar production cycles, while the longer lasting structural framework remained constant. Although the capsules were designed to be combined and replaced, that capability has yet to be implemented, and many of the units are currently vacant or have fallen into disrepair. Forty-three years later, then, the Nagakin Capsule Tower has failed to metabolize and its hope for preservation lies not within its tectonic and functional ability to swap out old technology for new, but ironically in its cultural value; it remains a unique example of an architectural dream, and a reminder of the Metabolists hope for megastructure types.

In his essay “Investigations in Collective Form,” Fumihiko Maki, a principal member of the Metabolist Movement and the originator of the term megastructure, examined the form and composition of cities as total environments in an attempt to address the incongruity of designing cities with visual and physical order while also striving to accommodate the rapid and continual

Fig. 102 and 103. Traditional Japanese village; photograph from Maki, Investigations in Collective Form; diagram by author. Houses are linked together along a street in a sequence of perpendicular spaces: business front, private dwelling, yard, agricultural field. The groupform has the capacity for variety and individual customization, as well for growth in the direction of the street.
change of urban life and technology. To better define this issue, Maki offered new spatial language, using collective form to describe the total arrangement and organization of the city, and outlined three distinct design approaches: compositional form, megaform, and groupform. Maki criticized the first two approaches for having inherently static outcomes. According to Maki compositional form promoted buildings that offered disparate attempts to complete formal statements, while megaform relied on a hierarchy of urban systems based on unpredictable categories of permanence and transience. Taking issue in particular with the top-down approach inherent to the concept of megaform, Maki advocated for the alternative concept of groupform.

Distinct from compositional form and megaform, groupform was characterized by the sequential development of generative elements, and was formulated through an analysis of traditional villages in which individual buildings interacted over time and developed a visual, spatial, and social coherence. Maki cited traditional Japanese villages where houses were juxtaposed with one another perpendicular to a country road, consequently organizing street, shop, dwelling, courtyard, and farm spaces as well as their related activities as an example, suggesting that this relationship between elements and group was responsive to the lifestyle of the village’s inhabitants, and allowed

for individual variation while maintaining a coherent and ordered whole. As Maki wrote:

The element of group-form is often the essence of collectivity, a unifying force, functionally, socially, and spatially. It is worth noting that generally group-form evolves from the people of a society, rather than from their powerful leadership.

Groupform, then, is the aggregation of individual elements following a logic of addition, repetition, and variation through shared physical, spatial, and social links, and enables a greater degree of disorder and spontaneity than megastructure. In groupform, the removal or addition of any individual unit does not affect the formal cohesiveness of the whole. Instead, the collective form is defined by the responsiveness of its elements, which at any given time express the logic and vitality of the linking strategy. While in megastructure change is anticipated and controlled by the constancy of the overarching framework, in groupform it is the constancy of the links between elements that allows the overall form to adapt and respond.

In laying out a method for designing groupform, Fumihiko Maki established basic principles by translating the design elements of individual buildings to equivalents at the scale of the city. Critical among these was the linking element, which invariably established the relationship between dis-

---

31 “There exists unquestionably a clear structural relationship between the village and the houses, between village activities and individual family life, or between the movement of villagers and cows.” Maki, 18.

32 Ibid., 19.
crete parts. Linking elements could be physical, implied, or built-in, but more than simply organizing mechanical forces and making unity from diversity, they also needed to recognize natural processes of human association and the order such association produces. Due to this relationship, Maki argued, link and unit evolve together to produce a co-ordinated physical entity.  

Traditional examples of making and disclosing links offered by Maki include the stoeps of sixteenth-century Dutch housing and the medieval street bridges in Perugia. The stoep, a raised apron at the front of Dutch canal houses, functions as a social place for children and neighbours, but also provides privacy by raising the windowed façade above street level. According to Maki, the stoep effectively relates the physical and spatial aspects of the house to the communal lives of its inhabitants, and establishes a formal arrangement that gathers other elements including adjacent houses, the street, and the canal into a larger urban form. Similarly, the medieval street bridges over the Via Ritorta in Perugia join two buildings at their second storey and reinforce structurally weak walls, while also spatially defining the pathway of the street. While houses are conventionally connected at street level, these street bridges make explicit a third dimension of the city and articulate the existing social interactions between neighbours and the greater urban public. Again, as these bridges are

33 Ibid., 29-30.
34 Ibid., 18-19.
Fig. 115. Undertaken in seven phases from 1967 to 1992, Hillside Terrace is a urban scheme designed according to groupform principals. The project includes residential, office, and cultural buildings as well as the Royal Danish Embassy, which are linked together by plazas, loggias, external stairs, and public squares.
repeated, they produce a recognizable groupform from the elements of house, street, and bridge.\textsuperscript{35}

Maki’s ideas concerning groupform were realized in the Hillside Terrace Complex, a medium-density, mixed-use development of apartments, shops, restaurants, and cultural facilities located in the Daikanyama district of Tokyo that was developed over seven phases from 1969 to 1992. The project demonstrates how various urban programs and spatial elements, organized and connected by well-designed links, can improve and grow over time so as increase in character and generate desirable places to live. Based upon Maki’s examples of medieval hillside towns and traditional Japanese villages, the project employs exterior public spaces — green areas, plazas, sunken gardens, exterior stairs, sidewalks, and transparent entrance halls — as linking elements which create a continuous cityscape while also allowing for localized variation. As a result, changes in architectural character reveal a progression in social attitudes and ideal lifestyles, encouraging connections between elements and time periods.

At the smaller scale, the contrast between the planned and unplanned growth at Kiyonori Kikutake’s Sky House provides another example of groupform principles. Located in the Bunkyo-ku district of Tokyo, Sky House is a successful Metabolist exploration of the changeability inherent to a single family. The house consists of a single 10 x 10

\textsuperscript{35} Ibid., 31.
metre slab raised on 4.5 metre piers at the central axis of each side. In contrast to the “machine for living” ideal that defined Le Corbusier’s housing concepts, the Metabolists chose an organic process as their generative concept, seeking a method of perfecting private urban lifestyles through a responsiveness to human needs and changes in culture and technology. Testing this idea in the design of his own home, Kikutake organized his private domestic needs into permanent and temporary spaces. The components most likely to change – the kitchen, bathroom, and spaces for children – were designed for ease of replacement and are capable of various configurations. These “move-nets” are distributed around a perennial open living space. Over sixty years, the Sky House has undergone several changes, some following the intrinsic logic of the original design, others more dramatically altering the house’s configuration.36

While its initial design exemplifies megastructural organization – a hierarchy of space and program are organized according to fast and slow rates of change – the active capacity for Sky House’s change derived from the accidental circumstance of the open space left in the design. This open space provided opportunities for changes beyond the parameters of the original tectonics, and created links and relationships which closer resemble the ideals and processes of groupform. In its attempt to facilitate future needs and to recognize

36 The exterior empty space beneath the main slab which was intended to accommodate the children’s rooms, for example, was infilled in several unintended mutations.
the inevitability of change, Sky House demonstrates how empty space can be an essential and resilient link between generations, and unites the Metabolist concepts of groupform and megaform.

In developing approaches to designing collective form and considering the physical, spatial, and social links that constitute the city, the Metabolists expanded the scope of design to include the heterogeneity, elasticity, and continual change of urban life and culture. However, as Stanley Russell points out, these bold theoretical aspirations were never fully realized, as the large majority of Metabolist projects expressed the very industrial aesthetic they intended to replace, and few “actually achieved the flexibility and interchangeability that was the essence of the underlying concept.”

Russell argues that this failure was not the result of a lack of vision, but of the economic, technical, and political conditions of the time. The megastructural schemes of the Metabolists were by their very scale an economically prohibitive solution. However, I propose that such monolithic infrastructure has already been designed and built. They are the residential urban towers of Le Corbusier, the Brutalists, and modern-day developers that have proliferated to the very places that the Metabolists had planned their utopian interventions. All that is required to transform these structures is an opportunity for a second wave of growth, an opening for a new seed, one which once grafted will renew
societal investment in tower structures.

While the examples left by Metabolists failed to fulfill the promise of their radical manifesto, their vision of a future where human cultures and urban systems are harmonized by organic principles is more relevant than ever before. By adapting Metabolist concepts—such as groupform and linkage—to declining residential structures such as Fenwick Place, I suggest that new forms of organic resilience can emerge from these imminent urban ruins.

Fig. 120. and 121. Arata Isozaki. Above: *City in the Air*, 1961. Below: *Destruction of the Future City*, 1968. Montage; from Lin. In this work, Isozaki shows the megastructural schemes of the metabolists collapsed and in ruins, asserting that ruination is the constant inaugurator of change. “Isozaki contended that metamorphosis would be both destructive and constructive and, as a result, human society repeatedly cycled between city and ruins: ‘In the incubation process, ruins are the future state of our city, and the future city itself will be ruins’” (Lin Zhongjie, *Kenzo Tange and the Metabolist Movement: Urban Utopias of Modern Japan*, [New York: Routledge, 2010], 124).
Fig. 122. Drawing of Fenwick Place and New Metabolist interventions.
Fig. 123. Structural model showing three variations of links in blue, hinge, clip, and cut (from bottom to top).
CHAPTER 4: NEW METABOLISMS: ADAPTIVE REUSE OF THE URBAN TOWER

Residential towers, built with the logic of standardizing space, designed in response to market forces rather than urban conditions, and optimized for maximum market value\(^{38}\) rather than architectural value, do not age well nor are there good strategies to ameliorate their defects over time. Their life cycle charts a gradual decline, as the aging infrastructure is sold to a lower and lower segment of the market until a point where its low value and concomitant array of social problems prompts a need for redevelopment. However, as products of a standardized building system and organization of space, these structures possess certain architectural qualities. They are unique in producing height and density. Their primary structural elements are elevator cores and concrete slabs, a durable “artificial land” in Metabolist terms. Typically, they are located near urban services and transportation nodes, and entail some form of shared or social organization, however rigid or reduced. Their building envelope is a clearly separ-

---

38 Stewart Brand, “Unreal Estate,” in How Buildings Learn: What Happens After They’re Built (New York: Penguin, 1995), 72-87. Brand suggests that “Every building leads three contradictory lives—as a habitat, as property, and as component of the surrounding community. The most immediate conflict is financial. Is your house primarily a home or primarily an asset? Economists dating back to Aristotle make a distinction between ‘use value’ and ‘market value.’ If you maximize use value, your home will steadily become more idiosyncratic and highly adapted over the years. Maximizing market value means becoming episodically more standard, stylish, and inspectable in order to meet the imagined desires of a potential buyer. Seeking to be anybody’s house it becomes nobody’s.” Brand, 73.

Fig. 124. Diagram comparing existing strategies for renewal to Metabolist and New Metabolist processes.
ate element, and is normally due for replacement by the time towers have grown to be undesirable places. Furthermore, concepts of floor, wall, and column are latent in the exposed concrete structure, and create a rich foundation upon which to express alternative conceptions of space. As an alternative to the destruction and redevelopment of residential towers, I propose that within the tower framework lies the potential for renewal through Metabolist interventions, and suggest that by integrating new groupform elements into declining residential towers such as Fenwick Place, a capacity for change at both the human and the city scale can be introduced.

While Fumihiko Maki developed the concept of groupform to address the design of the collective form of cities, the concept can be applied to the design of new elements for residential towers. Believing that cities should evolve from the interaction between people and their environment, Maki argued that the connective tissue between buildings is the critical element that generates vital, dynamic, and resilient places. Applying the concept of groupform to residential towers, then, necessitates an examination of how elements within a building are linked together, and a consideration of how these existing links might accommodate change or the adaptation of related parts.

Within Fenwick Place, as within numerous residential towers, the principal elements of individual units and communal amenity spaces are linked...
together by corridors and elevator cores. These links produce an efficient and compact organization of the distinct elements, yet they do so by limiting the possible dimensions within the framework of a tower. That is, the double-loaded corridor organizes space in a planar dimension, while the elevator orders these separate layers into a stack. The potential variety of travelling between the multiple levels is thus collapsed into a generic path from the door of a unit, to elevator, to lobby, without any experience of the levels that are passed through, or any possibility of interactions therein. While corridors and elevators efficiently arrange individual units into stacked floors, the rigidity of this organization does not allow for the units themselves to change in any substantial way. The range of possible adaptation is limited to interior finishes and furnishings. New linking elements have the potential to alter this dynamic.

According to Maki, while good linking elements are physical, they must do more than simply organize mechanical forces and make unity from diversity. Strong links must also recognize the natural process of human association. The success of the link thus depends upon its ability to coordinate human activity and physical space.

In the case of Fenwick and other residential towers, the social quality of corridors and cores is generally poor. In older buildings, corridors are long, bleak passages in which the floor-to-floor height of the structure is oppressively felt. In newer tow-

Fig. 126. and 127. Diagrams showing existing links and possibility for new links within Fenwick Place.
ers, efforts have been made to improve corridors, including the articulation of doorways to include small alcoves and places in which tenants can personalize their entry. Corridors have also become shorter and more efficient, reducing the length of the banality, and in some cases, use different materials to create interest and variation (see 128). However, for the most part, corridors and elevators, as Charles Montgomery points out, produce conditions that are unfavourable to sociability by reducing the possibility of social interactions. Montgomery argues that the narrowness of corridors and elevators encourages people to treat each other as strangers; neighbours who meet in corridors or elevators tend to ignore one another. Seeking to introduce groupform elements into the existing corridor-core framework of residential towers, a new Metabolist approach looks for alternative ways to link units and amenity spaces, so that link and unit can evolve together to produce a coordinated physical-social entity. These new links must therefore integrate structural, social, and spatial elements, and allow for greater variation and adaptation within the tower.

Using Fenwick Place as a test case, I draw upon the Metabolist principles of groupform and linkage to propose new metabolisms, and a redesign of the urban residential tower. In doing so, I explore a range of interventions that increase in degree from clipping onto to the structure to cutting...
into the structure, and that provide increasing levels of interactivity, as well as increasing size and variation in spatial qualities. This range of interventions, with the smallest near the base of Fenwick and the largest at the penthouse and plinth levels, correspond to new programmatic insertions that follow a generational progression. Interventions at the plinth level focus on children and day-care, while new live/work and hobbyist amenities for young professionals are inserted near the bottom of the tower. Family growth and community are accommodated midway up, and assisted living and garden spaces crown the structure. The penthouse level will be restored to its original function, with a pool and the addition of an outdoor/indoor fog garden/spa, a place in which the community can enjoy the great prospect of Fenwick’s height, as well as its unique occlusion in Halifax’s foggy
Fig. 130. Exploded axonometric drawing showing distinct New Metabolist interventions and where they occur within Fenwick Place.
weather.

**New Metabolism: Programmatic Interventions**

The new links and structural and environmental interventions to Fenwick proposed by a new Metabolist approach are further complemented by the programmatic development of the building over time. This potential transformation is laid out here in three speculative phases: existing, roots and canopy, and from fins to trellis.

**Phase 1: Standard Ruin**

The existing condition is segregated into three homogenous zones: commercial plinth, amenity space, and residential units. As the tower begins to decline and vacancy rates increase, areas of ruin and dilapidation can be mapped out. The commercial front is vacant along with the second level terrace. Units that are higher up, and on the north side of the building are abandoned first, due to

---

Fig. 131., 132., 133., and 134 (below). Diagram series showing physical and social links. Top: The ideal groupform unifies the building with a diversity of programs and spatial variation. Bottom: The existing condition is characteristically homogenized and segregated, and its spatial links are compact, efficient, and rigid.
poor natural light, wind exposure, and inconveniences caused by elevator maintenance. West facing units also suffer from solar gain. Larger units are abandoned as families and social groups have greater collective ability to find better alternatives. The socio-economic status of residents declines, while their transience increases. The generic social relationships within the tower remain: Life is isolated within units, and social or communal activities have to overcome the rigidity of the tectonics and circulation. The tower is ready for a New Metabolist intervention.

Phase 2: Roots and Canopy

By introducing new community-oriented programs at the plinth and the penthouse level, local public interest and interest from commuters can be harnessed. This is achieved by providing amenities such as a day care, pet care services, a public fitness centre, a café/restaurant, and commuter facilities at ground level, arranged in a fashion that is integrated into the city as if the tower were indeed in a park and connected through organic paths. This alternative linking strategy between plinth and sidewalk will free up space for exterior malls, plazas, and courtyards, subverting the typical orientation of commercial street-frontage and the existing tower pedestal. Additions at the penthouse level – an assisted living facility, public solarium and greenhouse, and community spa and fog garden – will also accommodate the broader urban community and will be visible across the city.

Fig. 135. and 136. Diagram showing ideal social links within Fenwick Place. A vibrant and dynamic plinth level provides activity and interest to invigorate change.
Thus the activity at the base will be drawn up into the tower. This second phase replaces the potted plant with a Japanese garden, aiming for a greater balance of order and chaos, breaking down the homogeneity of the tower, and generating new social dynamics and interest.

**Phase 3: From Fins to Trellis**

Connecting the plinth and penthouse level, the tower becomes a trellis for organic growth. Using the new flexibility provided by the metabolic links elaborated above, the standard regiment of stacked residential spaces can adapt to accommodate various social relationships: singles/couples can develop live/work spaces; floor levels can be tied together to support shared solariums and garden space, and growing families can link units across the building. This interconnectedness will create greater resiliency as it better represents individual lifestyles and accommodates a broader spectrum of life. It will also expand amenities so that the building becomes unique and creates a sense of belonging that is more local than it is universal. Expressing life cycles that are shorter than that of the community itself, the trellis phase will bring individual needs into harmony with those of the collective through its fine-grained develop-

---

Fig. 137. and 138. Diagram showing ideal social links between residents living in Fenwick Place. Expanding and diversifying the standard living arrangements, families and social groups can grow and interact in new meaningful ways.
Fig. 139. Drawing of proposed plinth intervention. Top: Diagrams showing sequence of interventions opening up new courtyards and plazas at the base of the tower. Floor areas that are removed to create outdoor public amenities are restored at periphery to enhance massing and potential links to surrounding context. Bottom: Programmatic diagram showing how these new spatial arrangements can be used to enhance hybridity of public and tower amenities, focusing on health and children.
Fig. 140. and 141. Top: Terrace level sectional plan. Bottom: Street level sectional plan. Blue section fill represents new addition, black section fill represents existing structure.
Fig. 142a. and 142b. Longitudinal section A of plinth. This section cut shows the variation and interconnection between indoor and outdoor spaces, between public and tower amenity space, and between old and new structure.
Fig. 143a. Longitudinal section B of the plinth showing public pedestrian path through New Metabolist plinth. By removing interior space at the base of the tower, intervention restores an openness true to the pilotis of the prototype, Unité d’habitation at Marseille.
Fig. 144. and 145. Above: Drawing showing plaza from Fenwick Street. Below: Drawing showing courtyard at Northeast terrace level.
New Metabolism: Structural Interventions

While the development of a new linking strategy within Fenwick is in some measure an attempt to overcome the existing structural logic of the building, there are certain parameters that dictate the size and orientation of any additions or cuts to the structure. These parameters were established in consultation with David Bowick P.Eng of Blackwell Structural Engineers. Broken into three component parts, slab, compression, and shear, the structural parameters produce a logic for intervention that supports large cuts to the plinth, fine-grained interventions at the base of the tower, and larger more permanent interventions near the top. Furthermore, the orientation of these interventions rotate from an East-West clipping strategy at the bottom, to a North-South cutting strategy near the top.

Slab

The concrete slab is the most flexible structural component of the typology. While providing resistance to lateral shear, the fact that the program requires a concrete slab roughly every ten feet of elevation means that there is more than adequate resistance built into every tower. Thus, up to eighty percent of interior slab material can be removed, provided that such cuts avoid leaving cantilevered sections; the cuts made in the floor slab should...
follow the column and beam grid as close as possible. Floor levels can also be increased by up to two percent without considerably changing the engineering performance of the tower. If floor areas were increased by a greater extent, any new inserts would need to be analyzed to ensure they do not produce excessive loads on the existing structure.

**Compression**

The structural columns working in compression cannot be touched or altered with transfer beams. In addition to the elevator and stairwell cores, this limitation significantly preserves the structural grid within the tower. This structural component also limits the possibility of removing the floor slab on either side of these columns, as this could potentially cause a loss of lateral stability and a risk of column buckling. In modifying the structure, it is therefore necessary to replace any removed resistance. The proposed “clipping” strategy outlined below provides this through the use of steel c-channels that cap the short ends of the exposed column, adding the necessary rigidity.

**Shear**

The most significant and recognizable characteristic of Fenwick Place is the structural fins that work to resist the shear force along the short axis of the tower. This structural feature is not only visually dominant, but enables the long and narrow profile of the tower. Since shear forces accumulate from

---

*Fig. 150., 151., 152., and 153. Top: Structural limitations of intervening with existing compression members. Bottom: Structural limitations of intervening with existing shear members.*
the top to the bottom of the tower, the fine depth required is actually much less the higher the elevation. This allows for lateral cuts of greater dimension as one progresses up the height of the tower. Interventions that occur at lower storeys can thus not be cut laterally into the structure, and must be “clipped” onto the fins in an East-West orientation. Interventions at the higher storeys, on the other hand, can cut into the fins, and can be are larger and oriented North-South.

**New Metabolism: New Links**

To redesign the tower typology, I propose three new links – clip, hinge, and bracket – which allow for new combinations and orientations of units.

**Clip**

The clip link is a group form strategy based on minimal intervention to the existing structure. Fulfilling the need for greater idiosyncrasy or autonomy within the individual unit, and without requiring the expense or disruption of larger interventions, the bracket is the fastest life-cycle link, and is designed to be a spatial extension of the façade, like a generous dormer. Possible in two configurations, the bracket attaches to the existing structure via a steel L angle, and can either connect two adjacent units laterally or vertically. This expansion of the façade allows neighbours to share a common solarium or workspace, for adjacent units to be unified into one, or for a single unit to have an expanded amenity space. In permitting extended

Fig. 154. Axonometric diagram showing the process of ’linking’ new structure to Fenwick Place.
Fig. 155. Axonometric projection of 'clip' intervention. New double-height space allows for a greater range of possible use and introduces variety into the spatial conditions of the existing building, restoring the quality of double-height space found in the prototype, Unité d’habitation at Marseille. This link creates new visual and functional connectors between floors and adds flexibility and variation to the standard living arrangements.
Fig. 156. Perspective drawing of 'clip' interior, showing the visual connection between floors and the enhanced spatial and environmental qualities of double-height space. The space is depicted being used by a potter and gardener whose studio is also a private solarium that enhances the interest of the corridor and the building’s facade.
Fig. 157. Exploded axonometric drawing showing how the 'clip' intervention works. The c-channel attachment to the columns also reinforces against buckling where a floor slab has been removed.
Fig. 158. Axonometric section of ‘clip’ intervention, showing how it can be linked together to create new social and spatial dynamics within Fenwick Place and become a groupform element within the building. Connecting units vertically, the ‘clip’ can become a new link in the building, allowing for units to expand, contract, and accommodate more complex social interactions.
family groups and relatives to create more meaningful and useful connections within the tower, this link possesses a social advantage, and also improves environmental conditions within respective units. It further allows for independent integration of contemporary technologies, such as modern air conditioning or energy collection, producing greater interactions between tenants and their environment.

Hinge

The hinge link employs a groupform strategy in which a whole floor-level corridor is sacrificed, and the related units are turned into maisonettes. In this strategy, the generic interior corridor becomes a double-height space punctuated by rooms that connect units across the corridor in various ways. These rooms, can be used as recreation rooms for larger families or workspaces for entrepreneurs and hobbyists. They can be shared by neighbours, or used to create larger configurations from two one-bedroom units, or they may simply be an additional utility space for a single unit. This link must be able to open and close to adjacent units depending on the needs of the tenants, ensuring that the open condition is made clear to those using it, and the closed condition is clear to those that are not. Acoustic separation is a critical factor in ensuring the success of this link. The party walls between link and unit are thus acoustically separated, whereas the new private amenity space within the link is situated above and below corri-
Fig. 159. Axonometric section of ‘hinge’ intervention, showing how it can be linked together to create new social and spatial dynamics within Fenwick Place and become a groupform element within the building. Connecting units across the corridor, the ‘hinge’ can become a new link in the building allowing for units to expand, contract, and accommodate more complex social interactions. The ‘hinge’ has the potential to restore dual-aspect unit arrangements to the building, one of the desirable characteristics of Unité d’habitation at Marseille.
Fig. 160. Cross section showing a combination of linking elements, plinth, 'hinge', and 'clip', demonstrating how the stratified arrangement of space and use within a standard residential tower structure can be interrupted by new linking elements. Such combinations demonstrate the possibility for physical and social variation. In this drawing, a potter, writer, small technology firm, luthier, and local band, (from top to bottom) are all depicted finding suitable accommodation within Fenwick Place.
dor space, where acoustics are less likely to affect adjacent units.

**Grafts**

The graft is a groupform strategy based on a more permanent intervention within the structure. By cutting away portions of the existing structure to create larger spaces and alternative orientations, the graft creates physical openings and gaps in the existing framework. These openings, at the scale of the individual unit, express the multi-level dimensionality of the existing structure. Cut into the building according to a pattern of ruin and following the vacancy rates of units, graft spaces convert areas that are least desirable into new expressions of tower life. Viewed from the corridor, the graft creates the potential to look up at a two-storey courtyard, where a neighbour is busy potting tomato plants, and to look down onto a similar two-storey opening, this one used by a neighbour who keeps bees. Distributed in a shifting pattern throughout the building, these gaps allow for new

Fig. 161. Axonometric diagram showing the process of ‘grafting’ new structure to Fenwick Place.
Fig. 162. Axonometric projection of ‘graft’ intervention. Higher up the tower, this intervention takes advantage of the possibility of cutting into the existing shear walls. Creating larger spaces, this intervention accommodates change not through variation but through atmosphere and an enhanced social environment. Aggregating the activity from the three adjacent floors, and capable of drawing public interest from the plinth, the ‘graft’ link creates a greater density of social interaction.
Fig. 163. Perspective drawing of ‘graft’ interior, showing the visual connection between floors and the enhanced spatial and environmental qualities of a triple-height space. The space is depicted being used as a conservatory for plants, an amenity for the residents of the adjacent assisted-living apartments, which extend the summer garden and restore an enjoyment of nature which may be lost due to poor mobility. This amenity will also enhance more general amenities and business, creating the potential for a more natural and dynamic inter-generational melting pot.
Fig. 164. Exploded axonometric drawing showing how the ‘graft’ intervention works. A rigid steel frame is bolted to the existing shear wall, then the area of concrete within the frame is removed and the new structural steel frame is attached.
Fig. 165. Gallery level section, showing the public amenity space adjacent to the grafted conservatory space.
Fig. 166. Sectional plans of the ‘graft’ level. The conservatory (on the right) is connected to three different public amenities, a cafe, a restaurant, and a library (from bottom to top), which are adjacent to the assisted-living appartments. A long gallery connects all these areas, external to the existing structure, creating a ‘street in the sky’ condition and restoring a desirable condition of the prototype Unité d’habitation at Marseille. This new pedestrian circulation gives tenants a street front to meet visitors and neighbours, preserving their dignity while the existing corridor is used primarily for nursing needs, which benefit from its compact efficiency.
configurations of units, as well as greater experiences and interactions, emphasizing the multidimensionality of the new residential tower.

New Metabolism: Environmental and Material Considerations

Environment

The current orientation of Fenwick Place was the result of planning directives that required the building footprint to be orthogonal to the street. The architect explains that no consideration was made for daylighting or solar orientation, and that the East-West aspect of the building was unintended. Relying on passive ventilation and with little environmental control within the units, this East-West orientation means that those that face West suffer from solar gain and overheating, despite the structural fins that reduce the amount of light entering each unit by casting vertical shadows. A sun-hours analysis of the façade further demonstrates that it is the South aspect of the building which gets the majority of the light; yet this is not exploited, and the South face features a blank wall.

The interventions and insertions of a new Metabolist approach can remedy these conditions. By incorporating elements such as louvers and brise-soleil, and by making double-height cuts into the building, light can be drawn further into the units, and shade can be provided as required. These new spaces, used as solariums, nurseries, and green-
Fig. 168. Sequence of elevations showing the percentage of sun hours over the course of a year. Notably, the blank facade facing south gets the most sunlight, while the structural fins cast shadows onto residential units, which enjoy either morning or evening sun exposure.
Fig. 169. Perspective drawing showing material and texture of existing structure and new groupform intervention. The ‘permanent’ and monolithic quality of the baton brut is contrasted by the organic quality and aggregate form of the wood-clad inserts.
Fig. 170. Model of fabric sails used as a trellis in the conservatory. Emphasizing a counterpoint to the monolithic cast-concrete fins of Fenwick Place, this trellis design is intended to create a dynamic matrix for growing climbing and creeping plants. This photographic study shows the variation of atmosphere and shadows that such a system could produce.
houses, take advantage of this solar exposure. Furthermore, by linking smaller units together across the building via the hinge, residents will be able to enjoy dual aspect light exposure, and gain greater control and room for variation within the tower.

**Material**

Whereas the existing structure of Fenwick employs un-faced concrete as part of a brutalist aesthetic, intended to assert the specificity of its location and the monolithic integrity of industrial forces, the new Metabolist inserts both acknowledge and contrast with this base structure. New interventions employ organic materials that are assembled, show processes of ageing, and can be easily maintained and replaced. Principally made of steel as it can be reclaimed and repurposed, the inserts will also feature wood panel cladding and metal flashing, elements that can be integrated into the existing façade at the joins between asbestos panels.

**New Metabolism: A Future for Fenwick?**

While the new Metabolist approach outlined here hopes to fulfill the ideals of organic growth that Fumihiko Maki and the Metabolists theorized in the 1960s, it also restores many of the socially-oriented amenities that Le Corbusier included in his prototypical *Unité d’habitation*, amenities which have been discarded in the generations of towers that followed due to forces of mass-production
and marketing. The attention to light in *Unité*, and the use of brise-soleil, double-height social spaces, and dual-aspect units, for example, are key features of the new Metabolist links proposed above. Le Corbusier’s attention to the acoustic separation of units through the use of lead dampening pads that connect the steel-framed units to the concrete-slab framework, also provides inspiration for new insertions, particularly in the hinge link. Even the consideration for variation in *Unité’s* design, while based on a standardized ideal of living, acknowledges an idea that life is various and requires a variety of spaces, a notion central to the new Metabolist approach. By utilizing Metabolist principles which suggested that human interactions could perfect the machine, new Metabolisms seek to reverse the progress of the machine-for-living concept, winnowed from Le Corbusier’s ideal to a streamlined structural framework that resists variety, idiosyncrasy, and sociability.

For Fenwick and other residential tower structures of its kind, designing for change around spatial and social links, including the growing demand for live/work space, allows for greater idiosyncrasy and diversity at the scale of the individual unit, and provides a means for individuals to adjust their living space in ways unique to their culture or lifestyle. At a collective scale, individual elements can aggregate into multi-generational melting pots through communal spaces including long sky galleries, assisted living accommodations, community gardens, cafes, and public spas. Ultimately, these
responsive elements will generate new adaptive urban forms, grafted to and springing from the declining megastructure, capable of expressing the potential for renewed growth and utopian ideas based on cycles of change. However, even as these utopias are inaugurated, they do not preclude the needs and desires of the future city, and new responses and subsequent overgrowth remain latently possible.

The new Metabolist building will live, like a vein of adaptability, within the framework of the existing structure. Over time, it will grow in response to new demands and take advantage of new areas of ruin and dilapidation, in a gradual process of creating and seeding gaps and openings within the structure. Introducing groupform elements into residential towers therefore allows the overall image and form of the building to adapt to larger cultural evolutions, all while maintaining its symbolic and functional meaning within the context of the city.
Fig. 171. Axonometric drawing showing pool level and additional fog spa. Emphasizing the dissolution between object and atmosphere, inside and outside, this amenity space is meant to catalyze the social and generational range of people living within Fenwick Place.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION: THE PROBLEM WITH UTOPIA

In his historical survey of the concept of utopia in western culture, Franco Borsi observes how utopian communities are paradoxically doomed to fail. Time and again, utopias exist in either one of two possible states: as hopelessly unfeasible fantasies, the effects of which are indirect at best, or, in the rare instances when utopian ideals are realized, in circumstances where the best intentions are contradicted by their outcomes and prove to be ineffectual or even dystopian in practice. Thus, argues Borsi, “the history of utopia is the history of constantly disappointed yet ever-tenacious hope.”

Borsi’s account suggests that utopia is an either/or proposition: either history ends with the realization of a world perfected for human society, or it persists in perpetual disillusionment and moral entropy. Either utopia is possible or it is not, what value is there in half measures? As he states, the issue is “the gap between words and actions, between historical expectations and historical possibilities.” Indeed, Borsi suggests that the majority of utopian efforts are predicated on cultural values that are so specific to a time and place that they reveal almost no universal value to humanity as a whole. However, to condemn utopia because of the contradiction between its aspira-

41 Ibid., 20.
tion and its realization, I suggest, is to misunder-
stand the value of its inherent paradox.

Borsi’s understanding of utopia preferences the
outcome over the process, and consequently
wants a verifiable result rather than a persistent
possibility. However, if Borsi’s assumptions were
reversed and utopia was conceived instead as a
process and not a result, then the historical evi-
dence that confirms his disillusionment, from the
failings of Plato’s republic to those of the twenti-
eth century, could instead be regarded as evidence
of a continual process of finding gaps in the es-
tablished order of things to make way for the next
generation and a newer world.

The distinction between utopia as a solution or
a process is a key distinction in modernist and
Metabolist ideas about perfecting society. Le Cor-
busier’s suggestion that platonic forms of architec-
ture and social organization are latent in the forces
of the machine, and can be brought about through
the mass production of residential towers, is predi-
cated upon the belief that utopia is attainable. In
contrast, Metabolist ideas emphasize growth and
destruction as continual processes, and suggest
that each generation must leave room for the par-
ticipation of the next. These ideals are predicated
on the notion that utopia is a process, not a place,
but a gap that ensures a continuation of society
and culture. Yet both Modernist and Metabolist
ideas are examples of new ideas that arose from
the dramatic historical and social gaps left by in-
Understanding these utopian impulses allows for a better understanding of the cultural lifespan of the residential tower, and more specifically, illuminates how a building such as Fenwick Place can go from being a forceful expression of brutalist ideals to one characterized as an architectural crime against humanity. If we judge Fenwick Place as the ideal solution to society's problems, because its efficient arrangement of private lives and communal activity are deftly given the dignified and honest expression of brutalist styling, it is easy to despise it for attempting to submit today's culture to parameters set in the past. However, if we instead judge Fenwick Place as a monument to the ideal urban life of the 1960s, which now presents an opening for reinterpretation and modification, it is not only possible that future generations can create their own meaningful spaces within this ruin, but that in doing so they will find new relationships to previous cultural ideas and revitalize past meanings, even those as imperfect as Fenwick's brutalist styling.

Both Le Corbusier's aspirations for the Unité d'habitation, and the Metabolist Movement's desire to integrate organic processes into urban design, are understood and dismissed as utopian episodes in architectural history. In their own way, each advocated for an ideal society, and had the confidence in the power of design to effect meaningful social change. While neither succeed in ful-
filling their agendas in their own time, I do not subscribe to Franco Borsi’s view that this proves the ineffectiveness of their ideas, and thereby the impotence of architectural utopianism. Rather, the reverse is true. Modernist and Metabolist ideas, even in their ruined or abandoned state, leave a framework that enriches the potential and possibility for future utopias, if only we continue the process and find the gaps in our own time.

Utopia is primarily a cultural space, it is the necessary blank in our history that allows for the participation of new generations and alternative ideas. However, considering its role in inspiring new architecture, as for Le Corbusier at a time of physical and cultural upheaval, it must also be valued and protected as a physical blank space in our built environment. Such an acknowledgment would diffuse the desire to achieve completeness in architectural forms, and limit the influence of hubristic ideas, as each utopian effort would have to acknowledge its potential to become dystopian, and thereby leave space for its own subversion and regeneration. The Metabolists, in drawing upon Shinto traditions and the example of the Ise Shrine, asserted the vitality of leaving space as an invitation to future generations. This attitude towards change allows us not only to redeem the declining urban towers we have inherited, but to provide a better future for those that we make today.
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